Dr. L.C. Dunn,
Dept. of Zoology,
Columbia University,
New York City,
U.S.A.

Dear Dunn,

Many thanks for your note on Reviews for my book. I look forward greatly to see how far you go with me, and of course Wright also.

The book will be really difficult to review owing to new arguments being developed (though from a central viewpoint) on questions which hitherto have been discussed in isolation, and consequently appear at first sight to be very distinct. If I had to review it I should waver much between giving the reader an idea of Chapter I, and alternatively, of the arguments in Chapter VI. The human chapters are more manageable being really the development of a new evolutionary argument as to social selection, comparable with such developments as Sexual Selection and Mimicry; and it is done more fully as is necessary in breaking new ground.

However you deal with these difficulties you may be sure I shall be much interested in reading the opinions you have formed.

Yours sincerely,